
NO HOLDS BARRED

Margaret McCartney: Jeremy Hunt should follow his
own advice on emergency care
Margaret McCartney general practitioner, Glasgow

Jeremy Hunt recently told the House of Commons, “I took my
own children to an A&E department at the weekend precisely
because I did not want to wait until later on to take them to see
a GP.
“People do not always know whether the care that they need is
urgent or whether it is an emergency, and making GPs available
at the weekends will relieve a lot of pressure in A&E
departments.”1

Here is the news, health secretary: GPs already work out of
hours. Somework on the weekend, earlymornings, and evenings
of the “extended hours” contract.2 And some work when
surgeries are closed, usually in cooperatives.
Fifteen years ago I worked in a general practice that covered
some 10 000 people. Being on call meant using a dodgy mobile
phone the size of a brick, and a huge geographical area left little
cushioning between safe emergency care and frightening
shortfalls. Cooperatives were safer, as GPs shared phone calls
and home visits.
I was not on my own, with no one knowing where I was, trying
to drive and answer the phone to add more house calls to the
list—but rather in an organised group, sharing work and pooling
telephone calls. Theworkload changed. People no longer phoned
at 11 pm with a perceived emergency, but for help with head
lice or to replace a lost sick note.
Triage became necessary. Then the 2004 “new contract” meant
that GP principals no longer had to work out of hours. Some
grassroots cooperatives were taken over by private companies,3
sometimes with poor results.4 Patients are being given political
promises of better access,5 but GPs are barely keeping afloat
with current workloads.6

The political solution to urgent and emergency care has been
to complicate it: citizens are left to decide between minor injury
units, walk-in centres, pharmacies, hospital emergency
departments, or the GP.7 The 111 phone number was introduced
to help “the NHS deal with growing demand by directing people
to the most appropriate place for their injury or illness,” Hunt
said, but he seems not to have taken his own advice.8

The NHS works because it “meets the needs of everyone.”9
Needs are not wants. If Hunt had thought that his children

needed assessment in an emergency department I would have
been sympathetic. But to turn up simply for convenience is
contrary to the “fair use” principle of the NHS.
We need to prioritise continuity of care before access10 and get
rid of the tick box time wasting of the GP contract, which has
raised demand for appointments and taken them away from the
people who actually need them. The last thing we need is
politicians circumventing the system.
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